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KUWAIT: As the countries around the world
grapple with the effect of the new coronavirus
pandemic and nations are slowly reopening their
economies, digital technology is playing a criti-
cal role these days, said Huawei officials during a
video conference which was attended by ten
media entities in the Middle East countries
recently. 

“Today, ICT companies in the region have a
critical role to play in the evolution of digital
economies working alongside governments,
NGOs, and local communities to harness tech-
nologies like 5G to spur industrial innovation and
investment,” contends Charles Yang, VP, Huawei
Middle East. “The outbreak has led to increased
demand for ICT solutions, specifically in areas
like 5G amidst a boost in network usage. There is
simply a huge amount of data traffic now being
generated for personal and business use, and 5G
is the best option to ease such network pres-
sure,” he said. 

Several countries in the Middle East  have
launched 5G commercially in its first wave itself.
Many regulators took a collaborative approach
to 5G spectrum allocations and licensing, with
large-scale rollouts beginning as early as 2018.
Yang said Huawei remains committed to innova-
tion and the research and development which he
thinks is the main reason why they are now
being tagged as the leading global provider of
information and communications technology
(ICT) infrastructure and smart devices.

Considering the US restrictions and pressures
along with the threat of coronavirus, Yang said
Huawei  has achieved its global target revenue in
the first quarter of 2020. “We increased up to

$25.7 billion, or an increase of 12.4 percent on
same period last year,” Yang said. “Every year
we spend 15 percent of our revenue for the
R&D. I think this is the secret why we are now
leading the technology. This year, Huawei contin-
ues to invest and innovate in connectivity, not to
mention in 5G technology. We are fully aware of
our responsibility as a leading ICT provider may
it be in the security and trust of every valued
individuals, we are open and transparent. 

“ICT is the foundation of intelligent world. We
are committed to bringing the digital world to
every persons or organizations in the world; we
are independent and a private company founded
in 1987,” he added.  “The use cases for 5G are
practically unlimited, although certain sectors
can stand to benefit more in current circum-
stances, such as healthcare, education, trans-
portation, and energy to mention a few,” notes
Yang. “But transitioning towards a smarter soci-
ety, in general, requires strong partnerships
between the public and private sectors. The need
to develop the 5G ecosystem, including the tal-
ent ecosystem, is clearer than ever.”

One area that collaboration is being seen is in
the concept of 5G+X; the combination of 5G
connectivity with other advanced AI, IoT, and
cloud technologies. In last year’s GSMA report
“The Mobile Economy Middle East & North
Africa”, the telecom industry body estimated
that there would be around 45 million 5G con-
nections across the region by 2025, with the
contribution of mobile technology and services
to the MENA region reaching more than $220
billion in value by 2023.

Competitive edge
The 5G+X approach is also an area where

Huawei feels it brings a competitive edge to the
market. “We are in a unique position to bring
together Huawei’s expertise in 5G with other
areas like AI, the cloud, and smart devices. No
other company offers the end-to-end solutions
that embody this concept of 5G+X,” says Yang.

Indeed, a focus on R&D has helped the com-
pany to become a clear leader in the global com-
mercial deployment of 5G. It has worked with
carriers and industry partners worldwide to
explore the application of 5G in more than 300
projects, established 5G joint innovation centers
in places like Europe, and is an active member of
more than 400 standards organizations. 

“It’s with long-term R&D investment that we
have been able to lead the pack in multiple tech-
nology domains, and continue to earn the
respect and trust of our customers despite sig-
nificant external pressure,” maintains Yang, who
cites close cooperation with external bodies as
instrumental to its success in the Middle East.
“We’re continuing to work closely with govern-
ments, customers, and partners to provide serv-
ices that help them to pursue digital transforma-
tion and realize national development visions.”

Security and privacy protection do remain a
top priority for Huawei, according to Yang. The
executive believes that Huawei now has a
“proven track record” in that field. He cites that
over 700 cities and 228 Fortune Global 500
companies - including 58 in the top 100 - have
chosen Huawei as their digital transformation
partner.

“We work with governments, industries, and
our customers in an open, transparent, and con-
structive way to maximize the benefits of ICT
infrastructure while improving its security. We
are fully aware of our responsibilities as a global

ICT supplier,” comment-
ed Yang. Over the past
30 years, Huawei has in
fact worked with carriers
to build more than 1,500
networks, providing net-
work services to over 3
billion people in more
than 170 countries and
regions. Its customers
include mainstream car-
riers, Fortune 500 com-
panies, and hundreds of
millions of consumers. 

“We have put in place a comprehensive cyber
security assurance system, and have a proven
track record in that field. Our cyber security
practices have won the trust of partners across
the global value chain. Huawei’s 5G products
have passed multiple third-party security certifi-
cations, and Huawei has become the first compa-
ny to gain the CC EAL4+ certificate.”

The company’s local growth is also encour-
aged by Huawei’s support for local talent in the
Middle East. Huawei has worked for years with
local government authorities and academic insti-
tutions to develop home-grown talent that can
lead the industry forward. That mission is becom-
ing all the more important as economies are
affected by COVID-19 and governments place an
even greater emphasis on local job creation. 

“The key to a mutually-beneficial ecosystem
is to enable everyone to use their own strengths
to create a whole that is greater than the sum of
its parts,” concludes Yang. “It is only through
cooperation that we can bring digital to more
homes, offices, and communities in the Middle
East,” he concluded. 
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KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service provider in
Kuwait, announced the offering of a unique digital
platform for prepaid customers entitled ‘eeZee Flexi’
under the theme ‘eeZee got easier’. The new platform
gives customers the ease and flexibility of customiz-
ing their very own plan as per their unique needs via
the Zain App or MyZain online portal, while giving
them a chance to get double and triple benefits every
month for the same original price. 

Zain specially designed this unique digital plat-
form for prepaid (eeZee) customers with the aim of
opening up entire new horizons towards their usage
needs in line with today’s ever-changing digital
lifestyle. The company is keen on offering its cus-
tomers an added value and meeting their unique
needs and aspirations, while giving them double and
triple monthly benefits as a sign of gratitude to the
biggest family of subscribers in Kuwait. 

Prepaid (eeZee) customers can now launch the
Zain smartphone app or open the MyZain online por-
tal and choose from a wide range of options to cus-
tomize their very own plan from scratch as per their
priorities, needs, and preferred budget. Customers
can easily choose from six options for Internet caps,
five options for number of Zain-to-Zain minutes, six
options for number of local minutes, five options for
number of international minutes, and three options

for unlimited benefits (which include social media,
WhatsApp, and YouTube).  

Once a customer specifies the options that best
suit their needs, the final plan price will be shown,
where they may add or edit options as they see fit.
Once a customer activates the plan they customized,
it will be valid for 30 days starting from the activa-
tion date, and it will auto-
matically renew when the
period is over. The mini-
mum amount for a plan is
KD 5, and the platform is
available for all prepaid
(eeZee) customers who
have had a line for 30 days
or more. 

When a customer com-
mits with auto-renewal
on-time (meaning enough
balance is available to
renew after the 30-day period), they will receive
double the benefits they have selected (such as min-
utes, Internet caps, etc.) in the next month for the
same original price. If a customer continues to com-
mit with auto-renewal on-time in the following
month, they will receive triple the benefits they have
selected the month after for the same original price.

Any unused minutes or Internet caps will be trans-
ferred to the upcoming month and added over the
doubled/tripled benefits at no extra charge. 

Once a customer activates the plan they have
customized, they have the ability to prepare a differ-
ent plan with different benefits for the next month
anytime during the current plan’s period by simply

tapping on “Set Next
Plan”. Zain offered this
feature for customers who
may have changing usage
habits that change from
time to time, offering them
the ease and comfort of
not having to auto renew
the same benefits they
might not need in the
future.  

The unique platform
was specifically designed

to complement the needs and aspirations of Zain’s
prepaid customers. By launching this new innovative
feature, the company aims at creating a new concept
for the services it offers, as well as offering conven-
ience with flexible plans that meet the different per-
sonal and professional needs of its prepaid customers. 

Zain is committed to offer the most flexible and

innovative offerings in the market for both prepaid
and postpaid customers, reinforcing its leadership
position and its pledge in offering the best services
and offers to the largest family of subscribers in
Kuwait.

Biden unveils $2tn
climate plan in new 
contrast with Trump 
WILMINGTON: White House hopeful Joe Biden
on Tuesday unveiled an ambitious, $2 trillion cli-
mate change plan that would revamp the US
energy sector and seek to achieve carbon pollu-
tion-free power in just 15 years. The clean energy
proposal was fleshed out in a speech in
Wilmington as the veteran Democrat drew a
sharp contrast with President Donald Trump
ahead of November’s election by arguing that
fighting climate change would be a massive job
creator under a Biden administration.

Insisting that “there’s no more consequential
challenge” today than climate change, Biden
pledged to spend $2 trillion over four years to
promote his plan, a dramatic acceleration of the
$1.7 trillion he had proposed to spend over 10
years  during the primary race. —AFP

Digital platform that gives customers ease of customizing their own plan 

Zain offers ‘eeZee Flexi’ with 
up to triple monthly benefits

Huawei remains focused on 5G advancements in Middle East

stc Kuwait announces 
soft launch of first 
regional Vo5G service 
KUWAIT: Kuwait Telecommunications Company -
stc, a world-class digital leader providing innovative
services and platforms to customers, enabling the
digital transformation in Kuwait, announced that it
has deployed a revolutionary Voice and Video over
5G (Vo5G) service, sometimes referred to as VoNR,
providing 5G Stand Alone (SA) users with enhanced
voice, video, and other communication services. 

Vo5G provides enhanced user experience. With
Vo5G, a voice or video call can now be connected
within a shorter period. While making calls, users
can also enjoy stc’s low-latency high-speed 5G
internet with ultra-fast download and upload capa-
bilities. This service will allow avid gamers to simul-
taneously play online games and receive calls with-
out any interruptions or degradations in speed.
Additionally, EVS and H.265 codec are mandated
for Vo5G, permitting better user experience with
voice bandwidths (ultra-broadband and full band-
width) expanded, and the high error robustness of
voice and video communication services improved.

stc Chief Technology Officer, engineer Fahad
Abdulrahman Al-Ali, said, “stc’s strive for differenti-
ation through innovation is a cardinal element of its
success. We have built a reputation for having the
largest 5G network in Kuwait and the countries in
which we operate. This achievement is a testament
to the commitment and dedication we have placed
towards delivering high-speed connectivity to our
customers with exceptional quality of service. As
digital leaders in the region, we believe that by con-
tinuously upgrading our 5G network and introduc-
ing new compatible services, such as Vo5G, will ful-
ly embrace digital transformation and enhance cur-
rent business models”. 

He added, “We will continue to leverage our
resources to offer our individual and enterprise
customers with advanced digital solutions that meet
their diverse needs. Through implementing our digi-
tal transformation strategy, we inch closer towards
achieving our vision through multiple platforms
while expanding our operations in Kuwait.”

stc previously invested in strengthening its 5G
infrastructure, allowing users to enjoy nation-wide
coverage in C-band capacity and now with plans to
explore the 5G Sub-3G spectrum for indoor areas.
Providing wide coverage was the main prerequisite
prior to considering Vo5G technology, thus qualify-
ing stc to take a pole position in the global 5G race.
More importantly, this critical step builds on stc’s

5G vision of offering a
solid connectivity platform
capable of adopting new
5G services in the shortest
time to market, while
encouraging agile devel-
opment of new markets
and industries through
NaaS-like model. 

Project technical 
considerations

3GPP has specified that
5G provides voice and
video communication services based on the IMS (IP
Multimedia Subsystem), 4G voice architecture.
From lean smartphones to the biggest hyperscaling
systems and the world’s fastest supercomputers,
ARM-based computing is taking the lead when it
comes to innovation in CPU space. stc considered
the best-of-the-breed components available on the
market and opted for a Huawei ARM system to
power its next generation of IMS products, enabling
tested VoNR service. Huawei’s 5G leading technolo-
gy and strong customer commitment, even during
the harsh conditions triggered by the COVID-19
pandemic, led the VoNR project to success: a swift
IMS equipment installation and configuration
through clever NFVI/MANO systems. 
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CI Ratings affirms 
Gulf Bank’s long-term 
foreign currency 
rating at ‘A+’ 
KUWAIT: Capital Intelligence Ratings (“CI Ratings”),
the international credit rating agency, has affirmed the
Long-term Foreign Currency and the Short-term Foreign
Currency of Gulf Bank ratings at “A+” and “A1”, respec-
tively. At the same time, CI Ratings has also assigned to

the Bank a Standalone Rating of “a-”, with a “Stable”
outlook.  On the other hand, CI Ratings has also affirmed
the rating of Gulf Bank’s KWD100 million Basel III-com-
pliant Tier 2 Subordinated Bonds at “BBB+”. The
Outlook for the Bond is “Stable”. 

According to Capital Intelligence Rating, both affir-
mations, are mainly driven by the bank’s well established
business franchise especially in retail banking, sound loan
asset quality, as well as the solid capital position and
comfortable liquidity metrics. In addition, Gulf Bank has
a good operating profitability, widening net interest mar-
gin and sound operating efficiency.  The ratings also
reflect Gulf Bank’s size as the fourth largest bank in
Kuwait with a wide distribution network and a good

market share of both loans and deposits in the banking
sector, as mentioned by CI Ratings.

Commenting on the Capital Intelligence credit rating
announcement, Dalal Al-Dousari, Gulf Bank’s head of
Investor Relations said: “We are very pleased to
receive the affirmation of our Bank’s Long-term Foreign
Currency rating at “A+” and our Tier II subordinated
Bond rating at “BBB+” by Capital Intelligence Ratings.”
“This is an important acknowledgement of the bank’s
sustained improvement in asset quality and profitability,
solid capital and sound liquidity position,” added Al-
Dousari. 

Gulf Bank continues to be well recognized in terms of its
credit worthiness and financial strength internationally as it

is rated “A” by all four leading
credit rating agencies. In addi-
tion to Capital Intelligence
Ratings recent affirmation,
Gulf Bank has a Long-term
Issuer Default Rating of “A+”
with a “Stable” Outlook by
Fitch Ratings, an Issuer Credit
Rating of “A-” with a “Stable”
Outlook by S&P Global
Ratings, and a Long Term
Deposits rating of “A3”  with a
“Stable” Outlook by Moody’s
Investor Services. Dalal Al-Dousari


